
Guess What Hollywood Is Now Advocating?

When the Supreme Court ruled against the Bible definition of marriage and

allowed homosexual marriages, I knew the flood gates would be open.  

We recorded a show, SWAT, but we backed up in watching.  So, Regena and

I, decided to try and "catch up" to the current shows.  One of the main

characters, a woman, is bi-sexual.  Meaning she likes both men and woman. 

This by itself is reason to stop watching this show which we should have

already done (it is now done).  Now this character is getting involved with a

married couple.  The three of them are entering a open relationship.  

This program and just about all others on television are doing their best to

make homosexuality normal.  I don't know how many times I have heard one

man refer to another man as his husband and one woman refer to another as

her wife.  Keep in mind that marriage is between a man and a woman.  It is

stated in Genesis 1.24 and in Matthew 19.4-6.  As Paul later wrote,

"Nevertheless, because of sexual immorality, let each man have his own wife,

and let each woman have her own husband" (1 Corinthians 7.2).  A man who

claims another man is his husband is wrong because he is not a woman. A

woman who claims another woman is her wife is wrong because she is not a

man!  It is an immoral relationship.  

Now the shows are opening the door to having multiple sexual partners.  A

threesome is wrong not because someone may get jealous or hurt in this

relationship but because it is simply immoral.  A marriage involves one man

and one woman.  Any deviation from that is sinful. 

Our children, grandchildren are growing up learning how loving it is to have

multiple partners.  No wonder younger Christians see nothing wrong with

these situations.  Folks wake up and read your Bible. – Dennis Tucker


